The National Toxicology Program is developing a high-throughput screening (HTS) program to set testing priorities for compounds of interest, to identify mechanisms of action, and potentially to develop predictive models for human toxicity. This program will generate extensive data on the activity of large numbers of chemicals in a wide variety of biochemical-and cell-based assays. The first step in relating patterns of response among batteries of HTS assays to in vivo toxicity is to distinguish between positive and negative compounds in individual assays. Here, the authors report on a statistical approach developed to identify compounds positive or negative in an HTS cytotoxicity assay based on data collected from screening 1353 compounds for concentration-response effects in 9 human and 4 rodent cell types. In this approach, the authors develop methods to normalize the data (removing bias due to the location of the compound on the 1536-well plates used in the assay) and to analyze for concentration-response relationships. Various statistical tests for identifying significant concentrationresponse relationships and for addressing reproducibility are developed and presented. (Journal of Biomolecular
INTRODUCTION
O ver the past 2 decades, scientists have increasingly studied critical cellular and molecular events (mechanisms) that lead to adverse responses to toxicants in animals, including humans. Mechanistic information enhances interpretation of, but does not currently replace, traditional approaches to toxicological evaluations that are the basis for most decisions related to product safety, environmental and occupational hazard assessments, and priority setting for detailed toxicity testing. Mechanistic information may also be useful in the identification of biomarkers of exposure and effect that facilitate the linkage between laboratory research and human risk. Improving the quality, quantity, and utility of mechanistic knowledge is a major focus of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the National Toxicology Program (NTP). The use of mechanistic approaches in toxicology assessments requires a systematic and continuing evaluation of the data derived from these new approaches to determine their value in providing improved information for making public health decisions.
The development of a class designation for a group of compounds that will be handled similarly in a risk assessment can sometimes be based on the identification of a common mechanistic target. To identify one or more mechanistic targets, approaches must be developed for screening a variety of compounds that can be used to detect members of the appropriate compound class. Data on mechanistic targets that are available for a large number of compounds through HTS assays are important in defining what types of mechanistic endpoints can truly define a class. In addition, our knowledge about key molecular targets that we know are related to chemically induced disease (e.g., a xenobiotic inappropriately binding to the estrogen receptors) can be a guide to choosing a common target for a given disease linked to the class. Finally, high-content tools that can evaluate a large number of possible mechanistic targets for a few compounds (e.g., toxicogenomics, proteomics) can help to identify single targets that work with a few compounds or even groups of targets that work in unison and link a group of chemicals to a toxicity pathway that is associated with a disease or disease process.
As part of the Molecular Libraries Initiative of the NIH Roadmap, NIH established a program to use high-throughput screening (HTS) assays as a means to study the ability of a large number of small molecules to target key pathways and processes in cells as a means to advance our basic understanding of molecular biology, cellular processes, and disease intervention and cure (http://mli.nih.gov/mli). As part of the NTP Roadmap, 1 the NTP plans to develop HTS as a means to address the development of activity clusters for compounds and to set testing priorities. The NIH Chemical Genomics Center (NCGC) leads this roadmap initiative for the NIH and has partnered with the NTP to expand these activities into HTS for compounds of toxicological concern.
The approach being taken by the NTP and the NCGC focuses on quantitative HTS, which uses multiple concentrations of each compound under study to define its concentration-response curve in biochemical-and cell-based HTS assays. The analysis of these data is novel and critical to the eventual interpretation of the results. Here, we present an approach for analyzing HTS data, including a test for significance of response, a test for quality of fit, estimates of potency and functional parameters of the concentration-response curve, and a method for categorizing the compounds into different activity classes.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data
Data were obtained on the extent of cytotoxicity induced in 13 different cell types by 1353 compounds 2 as part of the joint HTS screening effort of the NCGC and the NTP. Assays were conducted using 1536-well plates, with 18 plates per assay. The first 2 and last 2 plates served as vehicle control plates (i.e., plates inoculated with cells where DMSO, the vehicle used to solubilize the test compounds, was administered to each well). In the 1st and 17th plates, the wells used for test compounds contained DMSO at the concentration used for the compound samples in other plates, whereas those wells in the 2nd and 18th plates contained twice that concentration of DMSO (i.e., they were "double-dip" control plates). The 3rd through 16th plates contained increasing concentrations of the test compounds (concentration approximately doubling at each step), obtained through successive dilutions of the maximum concentration of 46 mM. The 16th plate received 2 dispenses from the highest concentration stock compound plate, thus doubling the DMSO concentration in that well and producing a final compound concentration of 92 mM. The compound concentrations on plates 3 to 16 were, therefore, 0.59 nM, 2.95 nM, 14.8 nM, 33 nM, 74 nM, 0.165 mM, 0.369 mM, 0.824 mM, 1.84 mM, 4.12 mM, 9.22 mM, 20.6 mM, 46 mM, and 92 mM.
Compounds for screening were placed in the 5th through 48th columns of the 32 row by 48 column plate, allowing for 1408 total wells (1353 individual compounds where 1298 are tested using a single well and 55 are tested using replicate wells). Three plate formats were used for the first 4 columns. For most of the assays, the wells of the first 2 columns contained concentrations of doxorubicin and tamoxifen, respectively, whereas the wells of the 3rd column contained the vehicle control (DMSO or DMSO double dip as appropriate). The wells of the 4th column contained 100 mM tamoxifen as a positive control. This will be referred to as "format 1" below. For the HepG2 assay (done in triplicate to test replicability of the assay), the wells of the 3rd column were the positive control, and the wells of the 4th contained DMSO at the appropriate concentration. This will be referred to as "format 2." In the Jurkat cell assay, doxorubicin was in the 1st and 2nd columns, and tamoxifen was in the 3rd and 4th columns of the first 24 rows of the plate. On those plates, vehicle controls were in the 1st through 4th columns of rows 25 through 32, and there was no tamoxifen 100-mM positive control. This will be referred to as "format 3."
The CellTiter-Glo  luminescent cell viability assay (Promega Corporation, Madison, WI) is a homogeneous method to measure the number of viable cells in culture and was used to screen 13 cell lines exposed to the test substances. The readout from this assay is based on quantitation of intracellular adenosine triphosphate (ATP), an indicator of metabolic activity, using the luciferase reaction. Luciferase catalyzes the oxidation of beetle luciferin to oxyluciferin and light in the presence of ATP. The luminescent signal is proportional to the amount of ATP present. The 13 cell lines tested include human cells (HEK 293, HepG2, SH-SY5Y, Jurkat, BJ, HUV-EC-C, MRC-5, SK-N-SH, mesenchymal cells), rat cells (primary renal proximal tubule cells, H-4-II-E), and murine cells (N2a, NIH 3T3). Details are described in Xia et al. 2 and the normalized data are available for download from PubChem (http://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov).
It is possible that double dipping of the vehicle control may have an effect on the measured response. Also, there may be contamination of some amount of the study substances in the final single-dip control plate. For these reasons, this concentrationresponse analysis is carried out using only the first control (plate 1) and the dosed plates (including the double-dip highest concentration, plate 16). This yields a total of 15 plates in the analysis, a control plate followed by 14 plates with different concentrations of the test substances. Each plate has its own control wells, and these will be used to define control response for each plate, and hence the loss of the other control plates should not significantly alter the findings.
Hill function
The response for each compound is the measured luminescence, which is an indicator of ATP levels, which decreases from control if the chemical reduces cell viability and/or the rate at which cells proliferate. Many authors analyze data of this type using rescaled values (e.g., control response is 0, maximum reduction is -100%), but we prefer an approach using the original data directly without controlling for minor variances in assay protocol such as plate incubation times and detector exposure. Mean concentration-response curves for data relating to complex cellular response following chemical exposure usually follow a sigmoidal form and have been routinely analyzed using the Hill model. [3] [4] [5] Several authors have also incorporated them in the context of HTS. 6, 7 Hill functions can take on a number of different forms; for these analyses, we used the following form: (1) where i and j refer to the row and column of a plate and define the unique compound in that position, l refers to one plate, r 0ijl is the control response for the chemical at (i,j), r pijl is the lowest possible activity at (i,j,l) corresponding to the high-concentration positive control, v ij is the maximum fractional reduction caused by the test compound (restricted so that f is between 0 and -1 for decreasing effects, as well as 0 and 0.1 for increasing effects, which were not as strong as the decreasing effects due to cytotoxicity of the study substances), k ij is the concentration at which 50% of the maximum reduction 0:5 ¼ f ðk; i; jÞ À f ð0; i; jÞ f ð∞; i; jÞ À f ð0; i; jÞ occurs (the AC 50 ), n ij is the Hill coefficient and governs the shape of the concentration response curve (e.g., a curve with a large value for n has a steeper transition from low values to high values around d = k ij ), and d is the concentration of the compound. Because of the experimental design, each concentration level corresponds to a plate l, but a separate symbol is used for plate versus concentration to distinguish effects based on concentrationresponse from those based on plate location.
In addition to the Hill function parameters v, k, and n, equation (1) includes 2 parameters, r 0 and r p , describing the dependence of the data on plate location independent of concentration-response. If a simple relationship can be found between the two, that will simplify the calculation needed to find optimum values of the parameters. One possible simple relationship between the two would be a constant ratio (i.e., r 0 = mr p ). For some data sets, such a relationship would probably be appropriate. However, for the data being considered, examination of the results from control columns (columns 3 and 4) of plates in formats 1 and 2 suggests a row-dependent relationship between the values for the vehicle controls (column 3 in format 1, column 4 in format 2) and the positive controls (the other control column). The pattern observed, with the ratio lowest in the middle, implies that the measured activity for positive controls is highest near the middle of the plate (Fig. 1) . This occurs in all the assays, although the exact relationship varies, and in some cases, the difference between rows is small. In this analysis, the assumption is made that the ratio between vehicle controls and positive controls for a given assay depends only on row (i.e., that there is no column-dependent or plate-dependent effect on the ratio of neutral to positive controls). Given that assumption, the positive control value r p in equation (1) can be treated as a function of the vehicle control value r 0 and the row i, and it will not need to be an optimized parameter itself. In the model, the row-dependent behavior shown in Figure 1 was approximated as a linear function of distance from the center of the plate, which produces a V-shaped function, giving the following relationship for the ratio m i = r 0ijl /r pijl over all j and l:
where m is a vector of length 32 of the form m = If there is no row-dependent relationship in the ratio of the vehicle control to the positive control ratio, q 2 will be estimated as 0. To test the assumptions made about m, the model was also run using a constant value of m, that is, using equation (2) with q 2 forced to be zero. Results of this alternative calculation will be discussed below. In HTS, there is a tendency to have location effects on the plates.
8 Figure 2 shows the location effects on 1 control plate. The observed data values are not randomly distributed around a constant value but show consistent variation by row and column. Several analytical methods have been proposed to adjust for this effect, 9,10 but these are generally done prior to the 
analysis rather than as part of the formal analysis. In some cases also, the adjustment does not completely remove location effects.
Here, we adjust for plate location effects by modeling the value for r 0ijl . Preliminary analyses suggested that the control response, r 0ijl , can be represented as a product of a row effect and a column effect:
where a il is the row effect for row i in plate l and g jl is the column effect for column j in plate l. The row-dependent effect on the control response represented by a il is distinct from the rowdependent relationship between the vehicle and positive control activity levels represented by m i . An additive rather than a multiplicative model can also fit the data on the control plates fairly well. The choice between the additive and multiplicative models is somewhat arbitrary. The application of this model to data whose control response cannot be modeled as the product of row and column functions will be discussed below. The use of r 0ijl in this general form (4) for the test substances results in a linear dependence among the model parameters. Without loss of generality, we force the adjustment to be relative to appropriate control responses by setting g jl = 1 for the column(s) containing vehicle controls. Given this model, a data value x ijl can be converted to a normalized value y ijl by the following formula:
A normalized value of 0 corresponds to no response; a value of -1 corresponds to full suppression of activity. Because of noise and measurement error, normalized values can be greater than 0 or less than -1.
Estimation of model parameters
The observations are assumed to have normal error:
where e ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) (a model using lognormal error instead of normal was also tested but gave significantly worse results). The parameters are constrained as follows: -0.1 ≤ v ij ≤ 1, 0 ≤ k ij ≤ 0.368 mM (4 times the maximum experimental concentration), 0 ≤ n ij ≤ 5, and 0.9 ≤ g jl ≤ 1.1 for all i, j, and l. The limits on a ik are determined by observations of the data; the lower limit for a il is 0.9 times the lowest control response on plate l, and the upper limit is 1.1 times the highest control response. The limits on g jl are kept narrow so that most of the variation in the control response is contained in the a il term. The upper limit on v is 1 because the maximum possible effect is full suppression of activity (corresponding to v = 1). The lower limit on v is somewhat arbitrary, but a limit of -0.1 seems in practice to be enough to account for increasing effects. When applying this method to other data sets, it may be necessary to change parameter limits to correctly model the data. See below for a discussion of how often the optimized parameter values are at the limits of their ranges.
Each analysis involves 15 plates with 14 treatment levels for 1408 chemical wells and 32 untreated control wells, yielding a total of 21,600 data values for each run (for the assay with format 3 plates, there are 21,360 data values). There are 32 ×15 = 480 a il parameters, which will be collected into a matrix denoted by a = [a il ]. Using similar notation, there are 44 × 15 = 660 g jl s in g, 32 × 44 = 1408 n ij s in n, 1408 v ij s and k ij s, and a single value for σ. The values of the adjustable parameters (a, g, v, k, n) are found using a MATLAB (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, 2007) least squares minimization routine (lsqnonlin) to maximize the log-likelihood 11 of the data. Although simultaneous optimization of the entire set of 5365 parameters is possible, it is not practical, and a stratified estimation procedure is used, with repetition of the following steps:
1. Optimization by individual substance: a, g, and σ are kept constant, whereas v, k, and n are optimized. With a and g constant, the maximum of the likelihood can be obtained through independent estimation of v ij , k ij , and n ij for each test substance.
Optimization by plate, control-response parameters only:
parameters other than a and g are kept constant. For each plate l, the values of a il and g jl are estimated for all i, j.
Optimization by row, control-response parameters only:
parameters other than a are kept constant. For each row i, the values of a il are estimated for all l.
Optimization by column, control-response parameters
only: parameters other than g are kept constant. For each column j, the values of g jl are estimated for all l. 5. Optimization by row: g and σ are held constant, whereas a, v, k, and n are optimized. In this case, the maximum of the likelihood can be obtained through independent estimation
FIG. 2.
Raw data from columns 5 through 48 of the first control plate for BJ cells. Color corresponds to value of data, with blue the lowest and red the highest.
of v ij , k ij , n ij , and a il for each row (i) of test substances for all j and k. 6. Optimization by column: a and σ are held constant, whereas g, v, k, and n are optimized. In this case, the maximum of the likelihood can be obtained through independent estimation of v ij , k ij , n ij , and g jl for each column (j) of test substances for all i and l. 7. Reduction of parameter space: The significance of the concentration-response for each compound is tested (see below). If the p-value for compound ij is greater than a preset cutoff value (in the results below, the cutoff is 0.05/1408), then v ij is set to 0.
The steps are carried out in a specified order with repetition as follows:
1. Perform step 5 and step 6 to find a set of starting values for the parameters. 2. Perform steps 1 to 4; if the change in the log-likelihood after all 4 steps is less than a prespecified small value, d, then go on to the third step; if not, repeat this step. 3. Perform steps 5 and 6; if the change in the log-likelihood is less than a prespecified d, then go on to the next step; if not, return to the second step. 4. Do a final optimization for each substance individually (step 1). 5. Do step 7. If no new compounds are found to have nonsignificant concentration-response, stop here; otherwise, return to step 2.
The order of steps is partly arbitrary and partly chosen to improve optimization time by having more repetitions of steps 1 to 4 (which are the quickest because they use the fewest optimizable parameters) than of steps 5 and 6. Including step 7 helps to reduce the number of compounds that have significant but weak response. Those compounds may be false positives. The consequences of changing the cutoff value in step 7 are discussed in the supplemental material. When v ij is fixed at 0, then none of the Hill function parameters (v, k, or n) for (i, j) needs to be optimized. In a least squares problem such as this, the standard deviation σ does not need to be computed during the optimization; instead, it is computed from the sum of squared errors using the final model parameter estimates.
A consequence of equation (4) is that the row and column effects can be treated separately for some purposes. This is what makes it possible to optimize the values of parameters for a given row while holding column parameters constant or vice versa (steps 3-6 above). In cases where it is not appropriate to describe the control response by a combination of row and column functions, the steps of the optimization would have to be changed somewhat, replacing steps 3 to 6 by one step, which optimizes parameters related to plate locationdependent control response while holding the Hill function parameters constant, and another step, which optimizes the Hill function parameters while holding the control response parameters constant.
Outliers
An initial optimization revealed some data points that seemed to be outliers; for example, there were cases where all of the observed activity levels were within 10% of the control level, except for one data point at a low concentration with almost no measured luciferase activity. Identifying and removing outliers is complex and does not readily lend itself to simple statistical rules. For this reason, we propose a combination of 3 activities to identify outliers: a statistical/quantitative rule, visual inspection of model fits, and examination of the normalized values directly.
Computer code was written to identify outliers based on the following criteria. 1 . The difference between the data point x ijk and the model fit must be >3.5 σ AND 2. The absolute value of the normalized value of the data must be greater than 0.3 AND 3. If a downward trend is present in the data for y ijk (the normalized value of x ijk ) (i.e., y ijk-1 > y ijk > y ijk+1 ), then x ijk is not a low outlier unless at least one of its neighbors (x ijk-1 and x ijk+1 ) is also a low outlier; it is not a high outlier unless one of its neighbors is also a high outlier.
These criteria were intended to be conservative and not identify too many outliers. A list of possible outliers was produced by the code, and these data points were inspected visually in plots of normalized data versus model fit. Points that seemed to satisfy the outlier criterion because of overall poor quality of fit rather than because they were isolated points of abnormally low or high response were excluded from the list of possible outliers.
Finally, plots of data values for each plate (in the same format as Fig. 2 ) were also examined to find possible outliers not revealed by the above procedure. Several outliers were also identified in this way, all of them located in the corners of plates (at or near row 1, column 48 or row 32, column 48). These points had very low measured activity compared to the nearby wells on their plates, and their normalized data values represented very low responses in relation to the responses for the next higher and next lower doses. It is possible that a functional form for the plate location effects more complicated than that given in equation (4), would be able to normalize these points without treating them as outliers. However, because the measured responses at those points are so low, the error in the normalized data would probably be large. Overall, 126 data points (of 323,760; ~0.06%) were identified as outliers. The estimation procedure above was then redone with the reduced data.
Statistical testing
A likelihood ratio test 11 is used to test each compound for a significant concentration-response trend. For the compound in position ij, the null hypothesis is that there is no concentrationresponse (v ij = 0); the alternative hypothesis is that v ij ≠ 0. The likelihoods are calculated using only the data for substance ij, using the standard deviation σ from the overall fit. The likelihoods for the unrestricted (alternative hypothesis) and restricted (null hypothesis) models are compared using a likelihood ratio test (chi-squared with 3 degrees of freedom, corresponding to the 3 removed parameters v ij , k ij , and n ij ) to produce a p-value. This calculation is also carried out using only the first 14 data points (i.e., excluding the data for the highest concentration) to determine whether the significance of the response is sensitive to the high-concentration data point. This procedure for testing trend is an approximation. Because all model parameters for all substances are actually related in the optimization algorithm, an exact calculation of the p-value would require a full optimization of all model parameters after setting v ij = 0 for a particular substance. Therefore, the calculated p-value is an underestimate of the true p-value and an overestimate of the significance of the trend.
It is important to know whether replication in this HTS assay yields reproducible results. There are 2 types of replication in the data; 55 test substances are replicated within plates, and the HepG2 assay was conducted in triplicate. A likelihood ratio test was used to compare the triplicate data. Under the null hypothesis, replicates were assumed to share equal values for common parameters (v, k, and n). The alternative hypothesis was that the parameter values are different among replicates. For duplicates, the values of k, the AC 50 parameter, were compared.
When using p-values to evaluate results in a large group of tests such as this set of HTS data, the issue of multiple comparisons becomes important. In most of the results discussed below, a "significant" p-value will be taken to be one with p < 0.05/1408 (3.5511 × 10 -5 ). A simulation study was performed to test the performance of the algorithm on simulated data with known parameters. Details of the simulation are given in the supplemental material. Results from the simulation will be compared to those from the actual data when relevant.
RESULTS
Normalization and quality of fit
The normalized data range in value from -1.07 to 0.63, with one high outlier at a value of 1.35. Figure 3 illustrates how the normalization removes general trend across the plate for the same data used in Figure 2 . The raw luminescence data (Fig.  3A) vary over a range of nearly 2-fold, with a very strong row effect. After normalization (Fig. 3B) , the row effect has been almost completely removed. A measure of the variability of the data is the ratio of the fitted value σ to the mean of the raw data on the control plate. That ratio ranges from 0.028 to 0.0574 over all 15 assays, with a mean of 0.0389. The normalization by removal of row and column effects greatly reduces the variability of the data. The ratio of the standard deviation of the raw data on the control plate to its mean ranges from 0.043 to 0.143, with mean 0.081 over all assays. Figure 4 shows the raw and fitted values for columns 5 to 48 on the control plates. The fitted values for the control plates, with zero concentration of the study chemicals, are given by equation (4) . For most points, the fit is good. Examination of the residuals by plate location (not shown) reveals that the residuals mostly show little to no trend with respect to row or column. However, there is a tendency for the absolute value of the residuals to be higher near the edges of the plate. This could be due to higher measurement error at the edges or to nonerror effects that are not fully modeled by equation (4) .
The frequency at which fitted values of parameters were at the limits of their ranges from the optimization algorithm depended on the p-cutoff used in the parameter reduction step, decreasing as the cutoff became stricter. The parameter values most likely to reach their limits were v and n, which reached their upper limits 7.5% and 6.6% of the time, respectively. There is more discussion in the supplemental material.
The significance of cytotoxic effects was evaluated using 2 statistical tests. In the first, all of the experimental concentrations were used; the second removed the highest concentration when trying to determine whether there was a significant concentrationresponse. Doing the test without the high-concentration data point helps to show whether a response is significant only because of a single data point. Figure 5 shows the p-values for the 2 tests (p 15 and p 14 for the 15-and 14-point tests, respectively). As the modeled response at the highest concentration drops (-1 is complete loss of viability), the chances of seeing a significant response increase until finally every evaluation is positive for both 14 and 15 concentrations. Some of the results are significant when all concentration points are is below the significance level but p 14 is not, the significance of the result depends on the one data point at the highest concentration; that data point has a small but real chance of being an outlier. If it is not, the p-values suggest that response data at concentration levels between the 2 highest levels may be needed to better characterize the concentrationresponse curve.
As mentioned above, the likelihood ratio test used here overestimates the significance of the response. A better measure of concentration-response strength might be one similar to that used in Inglese et al. 7 In this article, the classification will be into 3 categories: active, inactive, and marginal. An active concentration-response curve is one satisfying these criteria: (1) the response is significant (p < 0.05/1408) with or without the high-concentration data point, (2) the response is cytotoxic (i.e., the Hill parameter v > 0), (3) the AC 50 is below the highest concentration (i.e., the Hill function parameter k < 0.092 mM), and (4) the normalized response at the highest concentration is less than -0.1 (i.e., there is at least a 10% loss of viability). An inactive curve is one with v ≤ 0 or p > 0.05/1408. All other concentration-responses are marginal. With this classification, 11.4% of all the concentration-response curves are active, 80.0% are inactive, and 8.6% are marginal.
In any testing method, there is a trade-off between sensitivity (the ability of the test to detect actual effects) and specificity (the ability of the test to detect lack of effect). Changing the criterion in which the test classifies substances as having or lacking an effect will affect both the sensitivity and the specificity. The classification criterion for this method can be adjusted at 2 stages in the calculation. The p-value cutoff in the parameter reduction step can be changed, or the nominal significance level in the final test of significance can be changed. In this model, the cutoff for the parameter reduction step and the nominal significance level for the final test of significance are both set at p = 0.05/1408. Using higher p-values at either stage (or omitting the parameter reduction step entirely by setting the p-cutoff to 1) will increase the number of substances classified as having a significant concentration-response. The supplemental material gives more detail on this effect. The main effect of increasing the p-cutoff for the parameter reduction step was to change the classification of substances from "no loss of viability" to "weak response, marginal or inactive." The number of substances classified as active changed less when the p-cutoff was changed, probably because the criteria for an active classification are strict enough that they include mostly stronger responses that will be detected under any reasonable analysis method. Under the assumptions of the simulation study, the criteria used here were found to give a very high specificity (0.98) but a much lower sensitivity (0.53). The simulation found that using triplicated study data would give a great improvement in sensitivity (or, if less strict selection criteria were used, an improvement in specificity and a smaller improvement in sensitivity). Details are in the supplemental material.
The plate effects in this model are represented as the product of a row effect and a column effect, with the row and column (4)) . Values with model response 0 (i.e., v = 0) and p 15 = 1 are omitted.
effects varying by plate. Another possibility for removing the plate effects would be to use the control plates at the beginning and end of the run to generate corrections, as was done, for example, in a previous analysis of these data. 2 One way to do such a correction would be to calculate the plate parameters a and g for the initial and final plates and then interpolate to find the values for intermediate plates. This approach was also tried, with the interpolation for a and g based on plate number, and the model was found to give a significantly worse fit for all but one of the assays, although examination of the values of a and g from the current analysis shows that there is a rough trend in their values across plates. Nevertheless, fitting the Hill function model to the normalized data used in the previous analysis gives very similar results to those from the algorithm used in this article. This is discussed further in the supplemental material.
A simulation using data whose plate location effects were not of the form of equation (4) was performed to test the performance of the method on such data. The results were found to be similar to those of the simulation using simulated data generated with equation (4) (see supplemental material).
The behavior of the model with a constant value of m, rather than the row-dependent m as described in equation (2), was found to depend on the value of the cutoff used in the parameter reduction step 7. With a cutoff of p = 1 (i.e., no parameter reduction), the 2 models gave almost the same quality of fit, with the loglikelihood for the constant-m model being 1.3 lower than that for the row-dependent m model, averaged over all assays. With a cutoff of p = 0.05, the average difference in log-likelihoods was 5.0. With a cutoff of p = 0.05/1408, the average difference in log-likelihoods was 136.5, and all of the assays had a lower quality of fit (lower log-likelihood) with the constant-m model than they did with the row-dependent m model. Even so, the Hill function parameters and activity classification for the 2 models were very similar. Out of all the concentration-response curves in the assays, only 33 (0.16%) were classified differently by the 2 models. The Hill parameters v, k, and n are also very similar between the 2 models, with more than 83% of the parameter values from the constant-m model differing from those of the row-dependent m model by less than 1%. Given these data, it seems unlikely that, when using this analysis approach for other data sets, the detailed model for m using column or plate dependence would significantly change the results.
Duplicate substances
Of the 1353 substances tested, 55 were tested in duplicate. Comparing the data and the model results for the duplicated substances provides an indication of the reproducibility of the test results. Figure 6 compares the 2 normalized data values from a pair of duplicates. Ninety-one percent of the duplicate values differ by less than 0.1, but there are some values for which the 2 duplicates are very different. Examination of individual concentration-response profiles shows varying patterns of difference between duplicates. In many cases, the responses at the highest concentration are roughly similar for the 2 duplicates, both being near full loss of viability, whereas the responses at lower concentrations vary. In many cases, the duplicate compounds were drawn from 2 lots from different suppliers, which may be reflected in the results. It is difficult to tell from the current data what the sources of variability in the duplicated measurements are. The current model allows only 2 sources of variability: plate location effects and normally distributed noise. It would be possible to use a model with a more complicated error model. For example, the random error could be dependent on the slope of the concentration-response curve, which would correspond to uncertainty in the concentration of the administered substances. However, the optimization for such a model would be considerably more difficult.
A major factor describing the potency of a compound in these assays using the Hill model for analysis is the AC 50 (i.e., k). Concentration-response curves with identical maximum responses (v) can have very different AC 50 values if their responses at low concentrations are different. In general, there is considerable variation in the values for k between duplicates (Fig. 7) . Luckily, much of this disagreement is for compounds with nonsignificant concentration-response curves because compounds for which both duplicates show significant concentrationresponse have more consistent values of k (red data points in Fig. 7) . In those cases, the k values seem to match more closely for compounds with low k values, possibly because of the closer spacing of exposures in the low-concentration part of the exposure range. Table 1 shows Pearson correlation coefficients for several variables between duplicates for the duplicate pairs
FIG. 6.
Normalized data values for duplicate substances on all plates used in the model, using all 15 concentration levels. The x-axis is the normalized data value for first occurrence of the duplicate, and the y-axis is the value for the second occurrence.
for which both members of the pair were active. Of the 825 (55 × 15) duplicate pairs, 612 had neither duplicate significant and positive, 67 had only 1 significant, and 146 had both significant, so 92% of the pairs agreed in significance between duplicates. Using the activity classification, 677/825 had neither duplicate active, 103 had both active, and 45 had only 1 active, so 94.5% agreed in classification of active versus marginal or inactive.
When the concentration-response data are nearly linear, there is considerable dependence among the parameters because the noise and measurement error in the data produce uncertainty as to the true shape of the concentration-response curve. This results in uncertainty in the value of the parameters, which may partly explain why the correlation between highconcentration responses is greater than that between actual parameters in Table 1 when looking at pairs with both substances active. When the criterion for choosing the pairs is stricter, requiring both activity and a >50% response, the correlations for the variables are more similar. These results resemble those seen in a simulation study (see the supplemental material). A concordance was computed to compare values of the AC 50 parameter k between duplicates. Values of k were compared for either the duplicate pairs with at least 1 active or for pairs with both active. The parameter values k were considered to match if the ratio of the larger k to the smaller was less than a cutoff value, either 2 or 10. They were considered to mismatch if the ratio was larger than the cutoff value or if only 1 duplicate was active. The concordance equals the fraction of matching k values in the whole set of k values. For a cutoff of 2, the concordance is 0.54 for pairs with at least 1 active and 0.78 for pairs with both active; for a cutoff of 10, the concordance is 0.69 for pairs with at least 1 active and 0.99 for pairs with both active.
Triplicate HepG2 data
The assay for HepG2 cells was done in triplicate to test the reproducibility of the assay. The results of the likelihood ratio test for parameter equivalence were examined on a pooled basis by considering all 1408 results as a common data set. Duplicated substances were considered as separate data points. The triplicate data were fitted to the Hill function model with all parameters constrained to be equal and with no constraints on the parameters. A likelihood ratio test was used to evaluate the null hypothesis that the triplicates could be described using the same parameters. Of the 105 triplicates where all 3 responses were active, 26% showed a significant difference in the parameter values (p < 0.05/1408). It appears that the main difference between the triplicates is in the value of k. When the likelihood ratio test was carried out for a null hypothesis of all parameters constrained to be equal versus an alternative hypothesis of only 2 constrained to be equal (and thus with 1 parameter allowed to vary), the null hypothesis was rejected 11% of the time when n was allowed to vary, 17% of time when v was allowed to vary, and 29% of the time when k was allowed to vary.
Substance behavior across all assays
Most compounds were inactive or marginal for most of the assays. Of the compounds, 936 were inactive or marginal in all 15 assays. Thirty-six of the compounds were active in all 15 assays.
The concentration-response curves can also be classified by strength of response. For the following results, a "strong" curve is one with normalized modeled response at the highest concentration that is below -0.8. A "medium" curve is one with response between -0.3 and -0.8, and a "weak" curve is one with modeled response at the high concentration between 0 and -0.3. A "negative" curve is one that shows no loss of viability (i.e., the response is 0 or more [equivalently, the v parameter is 0 or less]). The classification of "negative" is stricter than the "inactive" classification above, which does not require that there be a complete lack of concentration-response. Of all concentration-response curves (15 × 1408 = 21,120) evaluated, 80.0% (16,898) are negative, and 7.4% (1561) of the responses are weak. Most of the weak responses (1161 of them) are inactive. The medium responses make up 7.2% (1520) of the results, with most of them (944) being active; 5.4% (1141) of the results are strong, with the vast majority, 1065 of them, being active. Because all of the strong-response curves were significant according to the likelihood ratio test, the only way a strong response could be not active was to be classified as marginal because the response was nonsignificant when tested without the high-concentration data point (i.e., strong nonactives are curves whose significance depends on the strength of the response at the highest concentration). Of the 576 mediumstrength substances that are inactive, 376 are so because they are nonsignificant without the highest concentration data point. Table 2 shows a breakdown of this classification by assay. Twelve of the 1408 compounds had strong active response for all 15 assays.
DISCUSSION
The algorithm used in this article was able to fit the data well. The normalization was incorporated directly into the estimation of the model parameters, in contrast to previous work in the area of normalization of HTS data, 9, 10 and was able to remove unwanted plate location effects from the data. Because of the design of the experiments, the measured effect magnitude is determined by an interaction between concentrationresponse effects and plate effects. The optimization method, which includes steps that optimize parameters controlling both types of effects, is able to deal with that interaction. To determine whether there is activity for any given compound, we used several different statistical approaches linked with some commonsense subjective evaluations. After looking at these approaches both in the real data and for simulated data, The tests of significance of response, though not exact, showed that, as might be expected, concentration-response curves with stronger responses tended to be more significant than those with weaker responses (Fig. 5) . Some of the features of this method were based on assumptions about the characteristics of the data, such as the relation between maximum and minimum possible response and the effects of plate location on the response. Simulations and calculations using alternative models showed that these assumptions are not too strong; however, in other cases, it may be necessary to modify these assumptions. The general framework of the model, with data normalization carried out as part of the optimization procedure rather than as a separate first step, still holds and is clearly demonstrated to improve the overall fit of the models to the data.
When analyzing experimental data, it is important to know how reproducible the data are. The data used here allow that question to be addressed in 2 ways: by use of duplicated substances within an assay and by use of triplicated assays for the HepG2 cells. After normalization, the data at high concentration levels were highly correlated between duplicates or between triplicates. The actual concentration-response parameter values were less highly correlated. Simulation studies suggest that this effect is due to the properties of the Hill function model applied to noisy data. The concentration-response was modeled with a Hill function, which uses 3 parameters to describe the concentration-response curve. The parameter v (strength of response) showed the greatest consistency across replicates, which is not surprising given the strong correlation in the response at the highest concentrations. Tests of parameter equivalence between replicates showed that, although most sets of replicate data could be described by identical parameters, there were some that could not.
Another question raised by the experimental design is how to approach data whose effect significance is dependent on response at the highest concentration. As Table 2 shows, this situation occurs quite often for substances with a response of medium strength (maximum suppression of cell viability between 30% and 80%) but much less often for substances with a strong response. There is a possibility that a single strong response can be an outlier; however, because the number of outliers identified was small (less than 1 in 2000 data points), that possibility is low. When using screening as a way to identify substances for further testing, attention should be given to selecting concentration levels in such a way as to give information on parts of the concentration-response curve not well specified in the screening.
Simulation studies and comparison of this method's results under varying classification criteria showed that there can be a high degree of confidence in the method's determination that substances with a modeled strong response are true positives. There is more uncertainty as to the true status of substances with a weaker response. In those cases, the classification criteria determine whether the substance is considered to have no effect or a weak but still real effect. The simulation found that using replicated data can improve the classification. How strict the criteria need to be in practice and how much replication needs to be done depend on how the classification will be used.
Overall, these analyses support the concept that the current design envisioned by the NTP will be useful in developing a semi-quantitative metric to compare targeted response of a large number of compounds in an HTS framework.
